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Creatively Minded report [1]
4th March 2020
ACAVA have been working in the field of arts and mental health for over 30 years. We have
contributed to the research in the 'Creatively Minded' report and are delighted that The Baring
Foundation will be providing vital support in this field of work. Click on the image below to download
the report...
Read More [1]

The Fumifugium Orchestra: Free family workshops at Maxilla Studios
[2]
4th March 2020
* Update 17 March 2020: These workshops have been suspended * ACAVA are happy to continue
hosting The Fumifugiums Orchestra, a project by artist Rachael Nee. Rachael is currently inviting
local families to collaborate on a new environmental family project. Come to one or all four sessions,
the...
Read More [2]

Open Call: Visiting Artists Programme at Kensington Aldridge Academy
[3]
3rd March 2020
* Update 17 March 2020: We are still recruiting for this project which will be delivered when schools
reopen * ACAVA are seeking to recruit three artists to deliver an inspirational Visiting Artists
Programme at Kensington Aldridge Academy during the summer term 2020. Each group of Year 10
GCSE...
Read More [3]

The Fumifugium Orchestra: Free electronic workshops for teens at
Maxilla Studios [4]
26th February 2020
* Update 17 March 2020: These workshops have been suspended * ACAVA are happy to continue
hosting The Fumifugiums Orchestra, a project by artist Rachael Nee. Rachael is currently inviting
local teens to collaborate on a new environmental electronic project. Each session participants will
learn...
Read More [4]
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Flourish: The Seasons [5]
6th February 2020
We will be celebrating the past year of creative family fun this half term, at Maxilla Studios. All
artwork created over the week (17-22 February) will be displayed as part of the project celebration
on Friday 22nd and Saturday 23rd. Flourish: The Seasons is an initiative for families living in...
Read More [5]
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